


What is Earth’s Structure?

s If your first view of Earth 
were from space, what 
would it look like?

s Could you distinguish 
between different features?

s What do you think might be 
below Earth’s surface?



Earth’s Layers

s Scientist cannot study  Earth’s interior directly.

s Instead, they study the material ejected during 
volcanic eruptions, and gather seismic data during 
earthquakes.

s They use this information 
to learn about the 
composition of Earth’s
interior.



Earth’s Layers

s With this date, they discovered 
evidence that material in Earth’s 
interior is different from rocks at 
Earth’s surface.

s From this evidence, scientists 
believe Earth’s interior is made of 
layers.

s Earth has four distinct layers.



Earth’s Layers

s The inner layer is called the core.

s It is composed of a solid inner core and a liquid outer 
core.

s The inner core is 
mostly iron, and the 
outer core is iron and
nickel.



Earth’s Layers

s The next layer is the mantle, a very thick layer of 
mostly solid rock composed mainly of oxygen, 
silicon, and magnesium.



Earth’s Layers

s The surface of Earth is called the crust.

s The crust is composed of the element's oxygen, 
silicon, and aluminum.



Earth’s Layers

Earth’s crust, mantle, and core vary in thickness, 
density, and composition.



Scripture 
Spotlight
What is God saying to Job in Job 38:4-7?

God is asking Job where he was when God laid the 
foundations of the Earth.



Earth’s Crust

s All the land around you, as well as the land that 
makes up the ocean floor, is the crust.

s Earth’s crust is the thinnest layer of the planet.

s There are two types of crust: continental crust and 
oceanic crust.

s Scientists classify the crust 
based on chemical composition.



Earth’s Crust:
Continental Crust

s Continental crust has a density of about 2.7 g/cm3

s It is made of mostly granite, sedimentary, and 
metamorphic rock. 

s In some places this type of crust is only a few 
kilometers thick. However, in other places it is much 
thicker.



Earth’s Crust:
Oceanic Crust

s Oceanic crust has a mostly basalt composition, a 
density of about 3.3 g’cm3, and is much thinner than 
continental crust.

s Oceanic crust ranges in thickness from about 3 miles to 
about 6 miles.

s When oceanic crust 
collides with continental 
crust, this much denser 
oceanic crust sinks 
below the continental 
crust.



The Moho

s The boundary between Earth’s crust and mantle is 
called the Mohorovicic Discontinuity, or Moho, for 
short.

s This feature was named after the Croatian 
geophysicist Andrija Mohorovicic. 

s In the early 1900s, he 
noticed that seismic wave 
velocities increased in 
speed as they entered the 
mantle.



The Moho

s The change in seismic velocity 
is due to a change in density 
of the material.

s The crust is less dense than 
the mantle. 

s As the waves pass from the 
crust into the mantle at the 
Moho, the wave speed 
increases.



Earth’s Mantle

s Earth’s mantle is its thickest layer.

s It measures nearly about 1,800 miles from top to 
bottom. 

s The mantle  is made 
of igneous rocks that 
are rich in the hard, 
green, glassy mineral 
called olivine.



Earth’s Mantle

s The upper about 60 miles of the mantle is rigid.

s This rigid rock, together with the crust is called the 
lithosphere.

s Below the lithosphere lies a partially molten section of 
the mantle that flows like a soft plastic.

s This part of the mantle 
lies 6o to 120 miles below 
the lithosphere. It is called 
the asthenosphere.



Scripture 
Spotlight

According to  Psalm 102:25 who laid the foundation of 
the Earth?

Psalm 102:25 says that God laid the foundations of the  
Earth and that the heavens are the work of His hands.



Earth’s Core

s The core is the innermost part of our planet and is 
made mostly of iron and nickel.

s The metallic elements make the core very dense.



Earth’s Core:
Outer Core

s The outer core is about 1375 miles thick.

s The intense pressure and heat inside of the planet 
keeps the material in the outer core liquid.

s As the Earth rotates 
around its imaginary 
axis, the liquid outer 
core spins, creating 
Earth’s magnetic 
field.



Earth’s Core:
Inner Core

s The inner core is about 799 miles in diameter.

s Unlike the outer core, this part of the core is solid.

s The intense pressure at 
the center of the planet 
is so great that despite 
the high heat the 
material there is a solid.



Earth’s Core

Earth’s core rotates and produces a magnetic field 
around the planet.

What do you think life 
on Earth would be like 
if the planet did not 
have a magnetic field?

The Earth would be bombarded by solar radiation, 
making it difficult for life on the planet’s surface.



Interpretations of Geology
s While scientists agree on the structure of 

Earth, they do not agree on how that 
structure came to be.

s Each scientist’s worldview affects his or her 
interpretation on the data.

s All geologists look at the same rocks, mountains, and 
glaciers.

s In other words, they see the same data.

s Because of different worldviews, they reach very 
different conclusions.



Interpretations of Geology

s Based on differing worldviews, there are two basic 
ideas to explain the origin of Earth’s matter.

s Scientists who believe in Earth’s natural formation 
suggest a story like this:



Interpretations of Geology

s After the big bang caused the Universe to come into 
being, Earth began as a huge spinning ball of dust.

s For millions of years, meteors crashed into Earth, each 
time making Earth bigger and hotter.

s As Earth grew hotter, it formed an ocean of lava, or 
liquid rock. 

s Finally, after meteors 
stopped crashing into 
Earth, it cooled, and the 
crust hardened.



Scripture 
Spotlight

According to Hebrews 11:3, where did our world come 
from?

According to Hebrews 11:3, we understand by faith 
that “the worlds were framed by the word of God, so 

that the things which are seen were not made of 
things which are visible.”



Interpretations of Geology

s There are many unknowns about Earth’s beginnings, but a 
couple of things we know for sure.

s The materials that make up our Earth had an absolute 
beginning, and whenever that was, God was their Creator.

s We cannot be quite so sure about is 
whether those materials were 
created during Creation week or 
sometime before.

s It all depends on whether Genesis 1:1 
is talking about the beginning of the 
whole Universe or just the 
beginning of our Earth.



Interpretations of Geology

s Biblical scholars have suggested 
that when the Bible uses the words 
“heavens and the Earth” together, it 
seems to mean the entire Universe, 
possible indicating the Universe 
existed before Creation week.

s The Bible also hints that life existed before Creation 
week.

s In Job 38:4-7, God is talking about the Creation of Earth 
and describes other beings, who must have been alive 
prior to Creation, shouting for joy.



Interpretations of Geology

s If the heavens and 
Earth God created in 
Genesis 1:1 means the 
whole Universe, that 
would explain how 
there were already 
beings alive in the 
Universe to celebrate.

s It is possible that at some time in the process of 
creating the whole Universe, God set aside the raw 
materials of Earth to use later.



Interpretations of Geology

s The fact is that we do not 
know which interpretation of 
Genesis 1:1 is correct.

s The Bible can be accurately 
interpreted either way, and 
because the Bible does not 
make it clear, it must not be 
necessary for us to know.


